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The Fallacy of Demonetisation

        At the time of demonetisation, Modi claimed that it was aimed to wipe out black money and
counterfeit currency, stop terrorist financing and end corruption. Later his government told the
Supreme Court that the measure was taken to promote cashless transactions that regularises the
informal economy and induce tax compliance. This was also played down later to less-cash economy.
His lieutenants in the cabinet called it as a master stroke that brings many benefits to the people and
economy and from time to time parroted that the indictors of a good economy proved the correctness
of the measure.

Eight months after demonetisation, the RBI released its Annual Report 2016-17 which showed
that 98.96 per cent of the RS. 500 and Rs.1000 denomination notes that were withdrawn from
circulation returned to the banking system. Only the notes valued Rs.16,000 crore did not return.
This means that the estimation of four to five lakh crore rupees of black money existed in the
economy could be wrong. Or that the demonetisation has not resulted in wiping out black money
and it flowed smoothly in to official channels. The fact of the matter is that  black money does not
exist in the form of cash; it constantly transforms into other assets like gold, real estate etc. Most of
the black money that remained at that time as cash had found its way to banks through ingenious
methods adopted by its holders.

Same is the case with counterfeit currency. It was estimated that up to Rs.400 crore was in
circulation. The value of detected fake notes went up to Rs.43.5 crore in 2016-17 compared to
Rs.29.6 crore the previous year. Here also demonetisation failed to meet the objective.
      As the detected fake notes are too small to affect terrorist financing and the terrorists does not
rely on money alone for their activities, the demonetisation proved to be a simplistic solution to a
complex political problem.
      The digital transactions that grew to the value of Rs.7.4 lakh crore after demonetisation from
Rs.4.3 lakh crore the previous year due to non availability of cash has come back to the previous
level.
    Since the demonetisation, Modi repeatedly appealed to the people to bear the ‘temporary hardship’
that would be overcome in 50 days. He promised that there would be long term benefits to the
people as the black money confiscated will be used to fund the welfare schemes. The people found
now as it yet another empty promise that makes the people to chase mirages.
     Despite these undisputable facts some of the economists came out with incredible arguments.
“The whole story is that to the extent the black money has come back to the banking sector and has
become white money, the economy itself has become white. Now, all these people who have black
money have that in bank and they will get interest and they will have to pay income tax on interest.
In future if they have to pay some money they will not give cash, they will give cheque” (Business
standard 4-9-2017). And so black money will not generate again.
     To cap all this mindless arguments, Arun Jaitly unabashedly claimed that demonetisation along
with GST “changed the structural and ethical foundations of Indian economy”. The magic wand
wielded by Modi government turned all sorts of illegal economic offenders over night as law abiding
and tax compliance citizens!

The figures of RBI annual Report and those of the Economic Survey 2016-17 Part-2 disproves
these claims. The GDP growth rate has come down to 6.1 per cent much lower than the projected
7.9 per cent. The Economic survey observed that this decline in GDP growth rates “predated
demonetisation but intensified in the post demonetisation period”.
      The manufacturing sector was in disarray when Modi was sworn in. He announced ‘Make in
India’ programme ostensibly to rejuvenate the manufacturing sector. After three years, the
manufacturing sector showed a historically low capacity utilisation of 70 per cent. Due to transition
to GST and effect of demonetisation, observes the Economic survey, “15 of 25 subgroups in this
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sector recorded contraction”. This sector mainly consists of small and medium industries which
provide employment to more than 80 per cent of workers. Hence contraction of manufacturing
means loss of jobs and sickness of these units.

On employment generation, the most important indicator of economic activity, 1.5 million jobs
were lost during January- April 2017 alone. The PM conveniently bypassed his own promise to
create 2 crore jobs every year and now extolled the youth to become job givers instead of job
seekers. Apparently the Modi Govt shirks from the responsibility of providing jobs by yet another
promise of providing the youth with opportunities for self employment.

The Economic Survey observed that “India’s combination of low real investment, low export
volume and low credit growth with high GDP growth was unprecedented and difficult to maintain”.
As nearly half of the exports by quantity from India originates from small and medium industries
and agriculture, decrease in the volume of exports means that these sectors bore the brunt of
demonetisation and GST exercises.

The remonetisation of economy by printing new notes costed Rs.7,965 crore. The RBI has to
pay interest on the increased deposits from the banks flushed with withdrawn notes. The expenditure
incurred to recalibrate around 2 lakh ATMs all over the country is not yet available. No one in the
official hierarchy bothered to estimate the costs of stoppage of economic activity for months due to
unavailability of cash, apart from the human costs, which cannot be computed in monetary terms
alone. Who is going to pay all these costs? Of course, the common man who was made to suffer for
no fault of his due to this futile exercise.

That the demonetisation failed to meet the declared objective is now proven beyond doubt.
This is clearly apparent even at the time of imposing demonetisation. There is no economic rhyme
or reason behind such monstrous step, which played havoc with the livelihood of people and still
continues to haunt them. Why such a step had been taken?

The following is an extract from the press statement issued by the General Secretary of CPI
(ML) immediately after the demonetisation:

“PM Modi’s demonetisation is not going to yield the declared results of curbing black money,
fake notes, corruption and finances to terrorists. These declared objectives are only a disguise to
conceal from the people the real intentions – covering up its failure in economic front, bail out the
banking system that is facing liquidity crisis and obtaining political mileage. It is yet another measure
to lay the burden of crisis on the backs of the people and saving the real culprits – big bourgeoisie,
big business, money launderers etc.”. (Class Struggle, December 2016)

It is clear that the assessment on demonetisation contained in this statement is objective analysis.
As was pointed out in the same statement:

“The people are seeing through this game. They are deter-mined not to be duped by these fake
exercises and they will fight against the exploitation and attacks on them”.
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